The Season of a Lifetime
at Strawberry Fields

Dave Farmer

I just wanted to take this opportunity to piece together a few thoughts on what has been a fantastic
season for me on this very special, but equally tricky, day ticket lake.
I have been keeping an eye on this fishery for a few years now watching its ever impressive fish stock
grow and grow until reaching epic proportions. This year I could no longer resist and decided that this
would be the time that I focused all my efforts into trying to catch some of its prized assets.
In total from late March to late October this year I managed to put together around 30 nights on the bank
mostly being quick overnighters and have totalled 40 carp. My captures include 6 different forties with two
fish over fifty pounds and one just shy of that weight. All of these fish have been in stunning condition.
We all know this is not an easy water and
it has seen many competent anglers
grace it banks in the past sometimes
leaving struggling at the least. However
the rewards are there for the taking. For
those that can put in the time, fish smart
and be patient.
The lake is just over an acre and quarter
in size with an impressive stock list to say
the least, its pretty phenomenal. With one
of the biggest carp in the country in ‘Lee
Jackson’ at 58lb + and ‘Wart’ another
stunning common reaching 54lb+! The
lake also holds several big mirrors with
Two-Tone also breaking the 50lb barrier
this year. In total the lake
contains 10 fish over the forty
pound mark! All of which have
either grown on in the lake or
matured from small stockies.
It does not just contain
monsters in this special pool
but some real stunners too. In
the form of ghost carp, zip
liners, fully scaled mirrors,
chestnut commons and big
grass carp. Along with some
lovely carp hand picked from
the fish farm to secure the
fisherys future.
I have also witnessed several large perch to over 4lb on the bank, plus rudd and roach over 2lb!
The lake has 6 swims although a lot of the fishing can be marginal and most of the big fish get caught a
few rod lengths out. I have actually taken fish from all around the lake and in the right conditions any swim
can have its day! For example a good mate of mine managed 7 fish in an afternoon out of the shallows in
the middle of January!
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I would say just fish sensibly and watch the
water. This is has been the key part of my
success, ensuring my baits have been on
the right spot at the right time. Figuring out
when and where they feed.
My main approach though has been around
a quality bait. Fishing chops, singles, tipped,
or over a large bed and I have had some great success either way depending on conditions! My rigs have
been fairly simple fishing a small hook size 8 or 10 about 6 inches long on a running lead. This has given
me great indication on the water as any drop back or run has been registered fairly easily. I would point
out that you will not always be hitting screaming one toners though due to the nature of these fish. They
are cautious feeders and are not necessarily bait dependent.
Sometimes you can see the
fish on your bait fizzing up.
Then your just waiting for that
rig to picked up…..perhaps..
I certainly am not aware of
any other water like this. It is
truly an amazing experience
to fish here and the potential
for this place is staggering.
I have had an incredible
season and one I am sure its
one I will never repeat anytime soon.
Want to fish? contact the owner Len on: 07519 770310 and get yourself booked in, or you may wish to just
visit the website: www.strawberryfields.org.uk to get the latest up-to-date news or gallery pictures.

